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Do you also find it difficult to choose best suitable dressing from your wardrobe. Well, you are not
alone in this case, as most of men never find the appropriate dressing for themselves. Formal
dressing depends upon different events, meetings and places. Even when going to the office, men
have to be careful about what they wear to work. Your reputation at work is not only about how long
you work, whether you do the work on time or not, and so on, it is also formed by the way you dress
and talk to others. The way men dress at work has a tremendous effect on their surroundings.
Dressing elegantly at work, will send various signals to your boss about your personality, for that
reason, will even contribute to augmenting your promotion probabilities. In other words, investment
in dressing will not be a waste of money.

Choosing the right dress code

Usually Dress Code defines the type of dress you should be wearing, but different places and
cultures have different dress codes for each event.  The color of your coat, shirt, tie, cufflinks, belt
and shoes make you up a complete man. What you wear is something you want to impress the
audience with your style of clothing. Tie stands out the most in formal dressings, therefore select
colors and designs that suit your personality.

There are three basic features of menâ€™s dressing that needs to be remembered while going for
office, namely shirts, ties and other accessories. All three of these should complement each other,
in order to appear smart and stylish at the place of work.

Buying Dress Shirt

When buying dress shirts, the first thing you need to know is to never by ready-made shirts as they
make you look pathetic. Always go for custom dress shirts that can be bought from custom shirt
shop. When you have selected the shirt maker then it is essential to carefully choose the color of the
shirt. Usually, solid color shirts are preferred for workplace, the most famous color amongst menâ€™s
office wear is blue, black, grey, white, light red, maroon, green etc. light colors like white is the all-
time favorite color because of its ability to complement the tie or the suit of any other color.
Generally, other light colored shirts worn at the office are complemented with a tie of a light or a
dark shade, in order to enhance onesâ€™ look.

Ties

When talking about the ties, mostly plain ties are preferred, as they tend to give a smarter look.
Commonly, plain shirts are complemented with ties of simple patterns whereas for a patterned shirt
always use a plain tie.

Mens Accessories

These include stuff like watches, cufflinks, and belts and so on. When going to the office, do not
wear any sort of bracelets, as it will give a bad impression about your personality. However, instead
of bracelets you could always wear a watch and cufflink.

Dressing for job interview

When going for a job interview, your first impression in front of interviewer will determine your faith.
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When you enter the office, even before the interviewer would notice your dress, your fragrance
might reach first. Because you are going to sit in front of the interviewer as one to one, be specific to
your fragrance because if he dislikes your fragrance that you put up as your everyday routine, it
might put you in some trouble. As far as your dress is concerned, opt most formal dress shirt and
pant you have supported with right kind of tie, shoes, belt, cufflinks, etc. If you do not own a perfect
shirt then you can create custom shirts on your own from custom shirt makers like Fit Custom Shirts.
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